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摘  要 
I 











 载体识别是生物信息学中一项基础而重要的任务，对去除 EST 序列中的污染
和提取 cDNA inset 具有重要作用。本文针对植物 EST 序列的载体识别问题，基
于 EST 序列期望结构给出了 EST 序列的载体结构描述，由此结合 K-前缀树全文
搜索方法提出了基于 K-前缀树的 EST 序列载体识别方法，其主要特点是基于
EST 序列载体结构来构建 K-前缀树，并以 K-前缀树进行 K 子串的匹配、扩展和


































With the rapid development of science and technology, how to fast drive most 
useful information from the flood of information is the most important research 
subject of message retrieval. The full text retrieval which is one of the major search 
content of message retrieval, is to resolve the issue that how to drive information 
apace frequently and changefully from massive information. The current widely used 
suffix tree and suffix array full-text search method have their own characteristics and 
limitations in search space and computing speed. As to resolve this problem, this 
paper describes an full-text search method called K-Prefix Tree full-text search 
method. 
K-Prefix Tree full-text search method is a full-text search method which is based 
on prefix tree and can search the text with length not greater than k. The main 
characteristic of K-Prefix Tree is creating prefix tree with k-substring. So, it's 
maximum space complexity is O(Zk+1) and it compromise the search space and 
computing time advantages of suffix tree and suffix array. To avoid large occupation 
space like Suffix Tree, this method imports the Suffix Array’s practice of reducing the 
inside node of Suffix Tree, and use the K-substring to construct tree instead of suffix, 
so compare to Suffix, it overwhelmingly saves large space of  Tree..By comparison 
with the widespread use full-text methods of suffix tree and suffix array, it is verified 
that K-Prefix Tree full-text search method has well combination property in search 
and computing time.  
 As one of the basic and important mission of bioinformatics, vector recognition 
plays an important part in sequences’ contaminate removing and finding the cDNA 
inset. Applying K-Prefix Tree to vector recognition is very important and meaningful 
to biologist. This paper describes the vector structure of EST sequence which based 
on the EST expected structure. Combined the vector structure of EST sequence and 
K-Prefix Tree full-text search method, a vector identification method of EST 















method are creating K-Prefix Tree based on vector structure of EST sequence and 
matching, extending, merging k-substring using K-Prefix Tree. It was approved that 
the K-Prefix Tree vector recognition method is feasible and effective. 
   By the experiment and analysis of the representation, K-Prefix Tree is not only 
doing with less time but also doing with less space, and will be helpful in study of 
message retrieval especially full text retrieval. 
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索阶段，从 18 世纪中叶到 20 世纪中叶 200 多年间，科学技术不断发展，各种数
据信息急剧增加，为了有效利用大量的数据信息，逐渐形成了传统的手工检索工
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